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a b s t r a c t

Educational research has used the information extracted from facial expressions to explain learning
performance in various educational settings like collaborative learning. Leveraging this, we extracted
the emotions based upon two different theoretical frameworks from videos with children aged 13–16
while collaborating to create games using Scratch. The two sets of emotions are based on the control
value theory (happiness, sadness, anger, surprise) and the education-specific expressions (frustration,
boredom, confusion, delight). We computed the groups’ objective performance, which was calculated
based on their created artifacts. We divided them into high and low performance and compared them
based on individual emotions’ duration and the transitions among the emotions. We also used the
subjective indication of their perceived performance from a self-reported questionnaire, divided them
into another performance category, and did a similar analysis with the objective performance. Results
show that the objective performance is better explained by the education-specific emotions and the
negative valance emotions from the control value theory-based emotions. On the other hand, subjective
performance is better explained by the control value theory based on emotions. Based on the results,
we suggest implications both for the instructors and students.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Computational thinking and coding activities for children in
-12 education have been growing over the past years. Many
uropean countries have already incorporated computer science
CS) into the school curricula for some years (Brown, Sentance,
rick, & Humphreys, 2014) while several others followed (Bocconi
t al., 2016; Tuhkala, Wagner, Nielsen, Iversen, & Kärkkäinen,
018). Organizations like Computer Science Teachers Association
CSTA), Informatics Europe, and the Cyber Innovation Center,
o mention a few, support and encourage CS education with
ractices, while others, like ‘‘Code.org’’ and ‘‘code the future’’
re offering many resources to support coding. In addition, the
xistence of low-cost mini-computers such as Micro: Bit and
aspberry Pi, together with educational programming languages
ike Scratch, Alice, and Blockly, have contributed to a large-scale
doption from children. More and more coding activities appear
n both in- and out-of-school settings, during which children
ave the opportunity to develop digital skills, turn into cre-
tive developers of their projects and gain confidence at different
evels following technology that transforms our digital society.
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212-8689/© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access a
Many times, CS and coding activities are based on Papert’s con-
structionism (Papert, 1990) that emphasizes the importance of
how the process of creating a shared and meaningful artifact
is the key to gaining knowledge. Available educational child-
friendly tools and practices (e.g., Scratch, K-12 CS framework)
are good examples that can offer fruitful learning experiences
to children allowing them to learn how to code. These tools
and practices can also enhance their computational thinking,
problem-solving and collaborative skills, Denner, Werner, and
Ortiz (2012), Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, and Jaccheri (2017).

Collaborative making and coding activities for children are
valued for their engagement and building of knowledge and for
enhancing the social setting. During these activities, children
share their experiences and together interact having a common
purpose; they overcome possible difficulties they meet in the
process and share their emotions related to the individual, the
interaction with technology, and the group dynamics (Denner,
Werner, Campe, & Ortiz, 2014; Israel et al., 2016; Stahl, Law,
Cress, & Ludvigsen, 2014). In technology-based settings, emotions
are essential drivers of learning and can be shaped by the dif-
ferent aspects of the settings and learners’ experience (Loderer,
Pekrun, & Lester, 2018). Kort et al. 2001 (Kort, Reilly, & Picard,
2001) listed the emotions involved in learning and proposed a
model with the phases of learning in emotions that cycle from

positive to negative. For example, a student may start dealing
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with a task with confusion, possibly due to difficulty, followed by
frustration, and then by happiness related to success (Kinnunen
& Simon, 2010, 2012). Children’s individual and collaborative
emotional behaviors during activities like coding must be stud-
ied closely to understand the learning experience and design
systems and activities to support them efficiently. Compared to
performance and learning gains, learners’ emotions are harder
to be measured (Picard et al., 2004). Most of the time, affect in
learning contexts and specifically in coding activities have been
examined through qualitative and quantitative measurements
like questionnaires, observations, and interviews (D’Mello, 2013;
Jordan & McDaniel Jr, 2014; Pekrun, Goetz, Frenzel, Barchfeld, &
Perry, 2011; Zhang, Markopoulos, Bekker, Schüll, & Paule-Ruíz,
2019). However, some efforts suggest computing surface-level
affect behaviors based on gaze, facial expressions, head move-
ments, and gestures (Kapoor et al., 2001), extraction of joint
emotional states from videos (Sharma et al., 2019). These surface-
level affect behaviors help develop an instrument that focuses
‘‘at the moment’’ individual and collaborative interactions during
computing collaborations (Israel et al., 2016).

Computer science, particularly programming, has historically
een complex for novices to learn (Jenkins, 2002). Collaborative
rogramming has been proposed as a way to address novice
rogrammers’ challenges by supporting them in collaborating
ith another student (McDowell, Werner, Bullock, & Fernald,
003; Williams & Upchurch, 2001). Using pair programming to
ddress these challenges is not a new idea, and significant re-
earch has shown it can benefit students. Specifically, in terms
f learning, research shows that when students engage in col-
aborative programming, they can solve problems more quickly
nd effectively than those working individually (Hannay, Dybå,
risholm, & Sjøberg, 2009; McDowell, Werner, Bullock, & Fernald,
002; Radermacher & Walia, 2011; Williams & Upchurch, 2001).
n addition to the impact on learning, collaborative programming
an also positively impact students’ interest and attitudes to-
ards computer science (Hannay et al., 2009). Their confidence

n their work (McDowell et al., 2003). The research found that
tudents are more satisfied when working in groups/pairs than
hen working individually (Salleh, Mendes, & Grundy, 2010). In
erms of drop-outs, students that engage in collaborative pro-
ramming have higher persistence in computer science courses,
nd increased retention (O’Donnell, Buckley, Mahdi, Nelson, &
nglish, 2015; Porter & Simon, 2013; Umapathy & Ritzhaupt,
017).
These positive impacts of collaborative programming occur

hen students implement the processes correctly (Umapathy
Ritzhaupt, 2017). Not all such programming interactions are

uccessful (Werner & Lester, 2001), and a non-successful group
an lead to students being less productive or failing to complete
he assignment (Werner, Hanks, & McDowell, 2004). If students
re poorly supported, it may impact the students’ learning (Ra-
ermacher & Walia, 2011) and their attitudes towards computer
cience (Seyam & McCrickard, 2016). Moreover, the negative ex-
eriences can discourage students from working collaboratively
n the future (Schultz, Wilson, & Hess, 2010). Students need
upport and guidance to engage in beneficial collaborative pro-
ramming processes (Govender & Govender, 2014). One of the
ays to provide such support is by tracing their affective states
hile collaboratively coding, as we will see in the other sections
f this contribution.
Learning, and by extension, collaborative learning is a mul-

ifaceted phenomenon. This study is a step toward better un-
erstanding how individual emotional state changes over time
uring children’s learning experience and interaction with coding
asks and team interactions. Moreover, emotions and affect are

elated to the both short-term (Bowden, 2015; Cheng, Huang, &
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Hsu, 2020) and long-term (Meyer & Turner, 2002; Shen, Wang,
& Shen, 2009) learning outcomes. Apart from an objective eval-
uation of performance that can indicate a learning gain, it is im-
portant to consider children’s perceived performance. Perceived
performance is important, as their satisfaction from a positive
experience and perception influences their intrinsic motivation,
self-efficacy, and engagement. Therefore, it is important for edu-
cation researchers to consider the diversity of emotional/affective
states in the academic settings by considering a diverse set of
emotions experienced by students at school (Pekrun, Goetz, Titz,
& Perry, 2002a).

This study explores how children (age 13–16 years old) ex-
perience the process of collaboratively learning how to code
while creating a shared artifact (i.e., a game). These children
were participating in our making-based coding activity. There-
fore, we propose a quantitative analysis to capture the children’s
emotional state during the activity using video recordings from
a webcam. In addition, we collected and analyzed the created
artifacts as an indication of their task-based performance (high
and low). Along with the task-based performance, which is the
objective performance, we also include a subjective performance
measurement from children’s answers to a questionnaire regard-
ing the perceived learning performance of their team. We ana-
lyzed the data collected from two sets of emotional states, that
is, Control Value Theory (CVT, Pekrun (2006)) and the Affective
Framework for Learning (AFL, D’Mello and Graesser (2012)). We
explore the relation between these two sets of emotional states
and the objective and subjective measurements of performance in
the collaborative coding sessions. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to include two performance metrics and
associate them with two sets of affective states/emotions based
on two different theoretical frameworks. By doing so, we aim to
bring forth a set of guidelines that can influence the development
of scaffolding tools in various contexts.

In this paper, we have used two different theories about stu-
dents’ emotions to inform our analysis. This practice is not shown
in the other related avenues. The main reason for incorporating
the two theories about the students’ emotions is that one is
about the overall achievement, and the other explains the process
of evolution. CVT provides a detailed overview of the factors
related to the optimal academic development, of the concerned
students, over a relatively long period (Putwain, Becker, Symes, &
Pekrun, 2018; Putwain, Pekrun, et al., 2018). On the other hand,
the education-specific emotions are more dynamic and therefore
require to be monitored over a relatively shorter period (Mitra
& Chavan, 2019; Simonton & Garn, 2019). Pekrun’s theory (CVT)
has been used to show the relation between positive and negative
emotions and the overall achievement (Pekrun, Frenzel, Goetz, &
Perry, 2007), and the dynamics of students’ emotion has been ex-
plained using the cognitive disequilibrium theory (CDT) (D’Mello
& Graesser, 2010). As the name, cognitive ‘‘disequilibrium’’ itself
suggests that the framework of education-specific emotions is
related to the dynamic nature of the emotions and the CVT is con-
cerned with the overall extent of the achievement emotions. The
two performance measurements used in this paper, i.e., the per-
ceived and objective performance, share similar differences as the
two driving theoretical foundations. In the present study, the ob-
jective performance is measured using the code produced at the
end of the coding activity. In contrast, the subjective performance
was measured by overall perception of children about their learn-
ing during the coding activity. The objective performance resulted
from dynamic, collaborative interactions and learning processes.
On the other hand, the objective performance resulted from the
self-reported overall perception of their performance. To be able
to capture the overall emotions and the process-based emotions,

we included both the CVT-based and education-specific emotions
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while studying the relationship between the children’s emotions
and their performance in the collaborative coding performances
(both objective and subjective).

Specifically, in this paper, we address the following research
uestions:
Q1: How does the education specific emotions (i.e., boredom,

frustration, confusion, delight, neutral) and their evolution relate
to the objective performance levels (high/low) in collaborative
oding sessions?
Q2: How does the CVT specific emotions (i.e., happiness, sad-
ess, anger, surprise, neutral) and their evolution relate to the
bjective performance levels (high/low) in collaborative coding
essions?
Q3: How does the education specific emotions (i.e., boredom,

frustration, confusion, delight, neutral) and their evolution relate
to the subjective performance levels (high/low) in collaborative
coding sessions?
RQ4: How does the CVT specific emotions (i.e., happiness, sad-
ess, anger, surprise, neutral) and their evolution relate to the
ubjective performance levels(high/low) in collaborative coding
essions?
Concretely, we contribute the following through this paper.

• We provide empirical evidence comparing the two most
used theoretical frameworks for emotions in explaining the
difference between various performance levels (i.e., high
performance versus low performance) in the context of col-
laborative coding.

• We provide empirical evidence comparing the two most
used theoretical frameworks for emotions in explaining
the difference between various performance measurements
(i.e., subjective performance versus objective performance)
in the context of collaborative coding.

• We provide insights into the design of scaffolding tools for
students and instructors.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The sec-
nd section provides the Theoretical frameworks describing the
ontrol value theory and education-specific emotions, as well as
he background on the collaborative learning and coding activities
ith children. The third section presents the details of the data
ollection, variables involved, and the analysis methods. The fifth
ection discusses the results and their implications. Finally, the
ixth section concludes the paper.

. Related work

During K-12 CS/CT activities, children often have the chance
o not only work individually on tasks but, depending on the
esign of the activity, engage in a collaborative coding expe-
ience with peers. Although it is not an easy process, collab-
ration is an important part of learning CS and coding (Tsan,
ynch, & Boyer, 2018). Building on Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1978),
nd Dewey (Dewey, 2018), it is shown that through collaboration,
hildren construct meaning and knowledge. A common purpose
llows children to learn from each other, share responsibilities,
nd confront difficulties. Compared to working alone, when chil-
ren work in teams can be engaged in discussions relevant to the
ompletion of the task, be aware of their learning, be persistent in
hallenging tasks and confront struggles (Goos, Galbraith, & Ren-
haw, 2002; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2008; Werner & Denning,
009). Roschelle and colleagues refer to the notion of joint prob-
em space (JpS), which is essential for collaborative learning as it
ncludes the shared conception, goals, and knowledge (Roschelle,
992; Teasley & Roschelle, 1993). As children collaborate to find
solution to a problem, their metacognitive thinking is also un-
overed (Kuhn, 2015). Children’s thinking process is shown from
3

their interactions and negotiations; the way children approach
these actions will result in collaboration.

The development of computational artifacts is not simple or
linear. On the contrary, it is an iterative process of decisions,
trials, and testing (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). Studies show the
benefits of collaborative learning for children’s performance and
cognition (Barron, 2000; Chan, 2013). While creating and de-
bugging a game, girls who had an effective collaboration were
trying more on their own before asking for help from the in-
structors (Denner, 2007). In their study, Jordan and McDaniel
focused on how 5th-grade students influenced each other during
collaboration in a robotics engineering activity. While working
on problem-solving, students experienced content but also the
uncertainty that was either directly resolved or followed by sup-
portive or unsupportive ways of action for the peers (Jordan
& McDaniel Jr, 2014). Denner et al. showed that middle school
children with low prior computer use who worked in pairs using
the Alice programming environment increased their program-
ming knowledge (Denner et al., 2014). Their study suggests that
when one of the partners has more experience, the other can still
learn. Sullivan and Wilson (2015) suggested playful talk as a way
to avoid conflicts and competitive attitude of students working
in coding and other physics/robotics’ curriculum tasks (Sullivan
& Wilson, 2015). In this way, the tensions are decreased, and
opportunities to learn are opened for low-status group members.

2.1. Emotions in education and CCI

Children’s emotions and their affective states are and have
been a major direction of CCI research, with several studies
evaluating and/or exploring performance (Sharma et al., 2019),
enjoyment (Leite et al., 2009), usability (Giannakos, Chorianopou-
los, Inkpen, Du, & Johns, 2013; Tsai, Lo, & Chen, 2012), en-
gagement (Leite, Henriques, Martinho, & Paiva, 2013) and learn-
ing processes (Sridhar, Chan, & Nanayakkara, 2018). Moreover,
emotions/expressions/affective states have been used in educa-
tional research to improve students’ interaction (Harrold, Tan,
Rosser, & Leong, 2014; Perry & Aragon, 2012; Suzuki, 2015),
provide feedback (Spaulding, Gordon, & Breazeal, 2016; Tsai et al.,
2012; Zhang, 2008), and evaluate/understand task-based perfor-
mance (Jiménez et al., 2018). A systematic literature review has
been conducted about affective states and emotions in educa-
tional settings (Reis et al., 2018). The results show that most of
the selected studies emphasized increasing emotional awareness
among students during collaborative sessions and the usefulness
of emotions for orchestrating their interactions and better group
formation (Reis et al., 2018). Among other reviews (Loderer,
Pekrun, & Lester, 2020; Reis et al., 2018; Zhang, Markopoulos,
& Bekker, 2020) about using CVT-based emotions as a process
analytics tool, the results show a positive correlation between
enjoyment and achievement and a negative correlation between
anxiety and learning strategy. The authors also concluded from
the review that it is becoming paramount in technology-based
learning to understand and support emotional processes (Loderer
et al., 2020). The results of another literature review paper (Zhang
et al., 2020) show that boredom, satisfaction, relaxation, in-
terest, and curiosity were among the most studied emotions
regarding design-based learning. However, most of the reviewed
papers used non-automatic means to collect students’ emotions
during learning sessions (e.g., survey, video coding, interviews,
observation, questionnaire) (Zhang et al., 2020).

Emotions in CCI research have been measured through mul-
tiple data collection modes such as facial features (Kapoor &
Picard, 2005; Leite et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2012), physiological
data (Delaborde, Tahon, Barras, & Devillers, 2009; Leite et al.,
2013; Sridhar et al., 2018; Takano & Suzuki, 2014), and self re-
ports (Giannakos et al., 2013; Shahid, Krahmer, Swerts, & Mubin,
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2010). All the techniques mentioned above have their respective
advantages and disadvantages. For example, questionnaire inter-
views are considered to be favorable. However, because they are
done at a specific frequency and multiple intervals during the task
performance, they are susceptible to distraction in learning con-
texts. Moreover, identical timing and frequency might not work
for tasks with different requirements and/or complexity. Such
methods of measuring emotions cannot account for rapid changes
in the learner’s facial expressions. Experimenter observations of
facial expressions can be a tedious task. They require extensive
training and an extensive amount of time. Even then, the observa-
tions could not capture the rapidly changing nature of emotions
in a collaborative task. Finally, the increasing availability of the
off-the-shelf-sensors supports the automated measurement of
emotions, even when no apparent change in task performance
can be detected. However, some of the modern off-the-shelf
sensors (e.g., EEG, fMRI, wristbands) might be discomforting for
the users over a long period of interaction. For example, fMRI
machines limit the motion and the interaction with the learning
technology. With the facial recording, there is one advantage that
the cameras are, in most cases, unintrusive. However, recording
students’ faces, especially children, might raise certain ethical
and privacy-related issues (for details, see Sharma and Gian-
nakos (2021)). In a review about affective computing in the
educational setting, the results show that the increasing use of
off-the-shelf sensor technology has enabled it to automatically
capture the affective states in various learning settings. Moreover,
emotions extracted through facial videos were the second most
used automatic method to capture affective states (only the skin
conductance was used more often) (Wu, Huang, & Hwang, 2016).

There are two primary strands when it comes to utilizing
he emotions that are considered important in educational set-
ings. The first set is derived from the Control Value Theory
e.g., sadness, happiness, surprise, anger, disgust) (Pekrun, 2006)
nd the second set comprises the affective states (e.g., confusion,
rustration, boredom, delight) (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012). In a
eview about affective states in various learning scenarios, it was
ound that both the CVT-based emotions and education-specific
motions were used by the top 50 percentile of the contribu-
ions (Wu et al., 2016). Following are the brief descriptions of the
wo major theoretical frameworks.

Control Value Theory (CVT) is primarily concerned with the
motions that could be directly linked to the achievement out-
omes (Pekrun et al., 2007, 2002a; Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry,
002b). CVT explains how and why the students’ emotions con-
ribute to academic and nonacademic outcomes (Pekrun et al.,
007; Simonton & Garn, 2020). It provides a comprehensive
ramework for investigating the relationship between students’
motional antecedents and performance-based outcomes (Mitra
Chavan, 2019). There are three dimensions in the taxonomy

hat describes the achievement emotions: object focus (Activity
ersus Outcome, whether to focus on the process or the out-
ome), activation (Activating versus Deactivating), and valance
Positive versus Negative). The captured emotion depends on the
erceived control and value appraisals. If the student feels that
hey have control over the learning activity and they value the
ctivity positively, we observe positive emotions (e.g., happiness,
ontentment, relief); otherwise, we observe negative emotions
e.g., anger, sadness) (Pekrun et al., 2007; Tze, Parker, & Sukovi-
ff, 2022). The perceived value, of the learning activity, on the
ther hand, can either be intrinsic (process-based) or extrinsic
outcome-based) (Pekrun et al., 2007; Tze et al., 2022).

The education specific emotions are based upon the theo-
etical framework known as the cognitive disequilibrium theory
CDT) (Barrouillet, 2015; Berlyne, 1960). This theory connects

he affective and cognitive dimensions of learning (D’Mello &
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Graesser, 2010). The core idea of the theory is that cognitive dise-
quilibrium is important for learning and comprehension (D’Mello
& Graesser, 2010, 2012). It is explained in terms of state transi-
tion. That is, the equilibrium state corresponds to the Flow state
as presented by Csikszentmihalhi (Csikszentmihalhi, 2020). As
soon as an impasse is detected between the problem at hand and
the students’ processes, it instigates confusion that, in turn, cre-
ates disequilibrium. If the impasse is resolved, then the students
go back to equilibrium, and if momentary failure to resolve the
impasse turns to frustration (feeling stuck) and the subsequent
long-term failure results in boredom (disengagement).

Previous research, with the control value theoretic emotions,
has shown that happiness is correlated with success (Fredrickson,
1998) and anger is correlated with failure (Bless, 2000). According
to control value theory, (Pekrun, 2006), happiness is related to
high prospective success, anger is related to retrospective failure,
and sadness is related to the high negative activity. Emotions
were also related to the competence belief and the value students
attribute to a particular domain (Frenzel, Pekrun, & Goetz, 2007).
Emotion is an essential part of studying motivation in classroom
interactions since teachers’ instructional and interpersonal re-
sponses to students are often governed by emotions (Meyer &
Turner, 2002).

There is little support for a direct relationship between emo-
tions and learning performance (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002,
2003); however, frustration is a common feeling among students
involved in online collaborative learning experiences (Capdeferro
& Romero, 2012). Studies have reported on the relationship be-
tween gender, performance, and emotional showcase. For ex-
ample, high-performing girls show less positive emotions than
high-performing boys (Seegers & Boekaerts, 1993). Another facet
of studies about emotions in educational contexts shows how
emotions influence how information is processed. Happiness/joy
results in novel and creative actions (Fredrickson, 1998), pos-
itive emotions also promote the engagement in metacognitive
processing (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003) which is beneficial
for long-term learning. On the other hand, negative emotions
focus on environmental specific details (Bless, 2000) also, neg-
ative emotions lead to a lack of elaboration (Pekmn et al., 2002).
Moreover, negative affect was associated with lower learning
goals (Meyer & Turner, 2002); while positive affect was associated
with the interest in a given topic (Ainley, Corrigan, & Richardson,
2005).

Based on the education-specific facial expressions, frustra-
tion was a common feeling among students involved in on-
line collaborative learning (Makewa, Gitonga, Ngussa, Njoroge,
& Kuboja, 2014). In contrast, boredom and confusion are re-
lated to poor academic performance (Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo,
& Graesser, 2010; Dowd, Araujo, & Mazur, 2015). Frustration is
mostly associated when students are interacting/engaging with
learning material/context that is complex (Di Leo, Muis, Singh,
& Psaradellis, 2019; Liu, Pataranutaporn, Ocumpaugh, & Baker,
2013). It is often seen as the result of annoyance and fear of
failure (Ford & Parnin, 2015; Harrington, 2005). Multiple studies
have found mixed results while investigating the relationship
between frustration and learning outcomes. For example, Mc-
Quiggan and Lester found a negative relationship between the
learning outcomes and frustration (McQuiggan & Lester, 2007);
Pardos et al. showed positive correlations (Pardos, Baker, San Pe-
dro, Gowda, & Gowda, 2014). On the other hand, D’Mello et al.
and Rodrigo et al. did not find a significant relationship between
learning outcomes and frustration (D’Mello, 2013; Rodrigo et al.,
2012). At the same time, Liu et al. reported mixed outcomes from
multiple studies (Liu et al., 2013).

Regarding confusion, Richey and colleagues (Richey et al.,

2019) found that the induced confusion could be beneficial for
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learning. In some other studies, the combination of frustration
and confusion had been studied in various learning scenarios.
Confusion was shown to be positively correlated in some stud-
ies (D’Mello, Lehman, Pekrun, & Graesser, 2014; Lehman et al.,
2013) while in others. Confusion was negatively correlated with
the learning outcome (Rodrigo et al., 2009; Schneider et al.,
2016). Combining confusion with frustration, Liu and colleagues
found that frustration following a long confusion duration was
negatively correlated to the learning outcome (Liu et al., 2013).
Another study found that when frustration and/or confusion
transition to negative emotional states, it might be detrimental
to learning outcomes (Di Leo et al., 2019).

One of the common factors between frustration and confu-
ion is that even though they both can be intuitively considered
etrimental to learning, students might be actively engaging to
educe the duration of these two affective states (Arguel, Lockyer,
ennedy, Lodge, & Pachman, 2019; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012;
’Mello et al., 2014). Boredom, on the other hand, can be linked
ith disengagement from the learning context/content (D’Mello
Graesser, 2012). Boredom can be the most difficult to avoid

nce the learners start experiencing it (Arguel et al., 2019; Baker
t al., 2010; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997), and therefore it can easily
esult in undesired learning outcomes (Pekrun, 2006). Further-
ore, unlike frustration and confusion, boredom has been found

o be negatively correlated in multiple educational settings. For
xample, in an English as a foreign language class, Kruk found
negative correlation between boredom and learning perfor-
ance (Kruk, 2016). Other similar examples of learning scenarios
here the authors reported a negative correlation between frus-
ration and learning outcomes are language learning (Kruk, 2021),
xams (Carlsson, Winder, Eriksson, & Wallerstedt, 2020), and
nline learning (Heckel & Ringeisen, 2017).
When students collaborate in front of a computer, accomplish-

ng a coding task (co-located collaboration), there is a certain
evel of social engagement, and a common goal is the creation
f a functioning artifact (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri,
019). An important issue to consider is to keep acceptable levels
f participation and strong relationships while students’ collab-
rate (Kwon, Liu, & Johnson, 2014). The associated interactions
ith these aspects of the group performance can be characterized
s social-emotional interactions (Kwon et al., 2014), and these are
rimarily directed towards the relationship between group mem-
ers (Isohätälä, Näykki, & Järvelä, 2020). When students collab-
rate, they must maintain durable relationships and acceptable
evels of participation. Interactions associated with these aspects
f the group performance can be typified as socio-emotional
nteractions (Van Diggelen & Overdijk, 2007). These interactions
re primarily directed toward the relationship between group
embers (Dore, 2016). Regarding collaborative learning, positive
motions were correlated with effort and persistence, while neg-
tive emotions were correlated with less risk tolerance, lower
earning gains, and conflicts (Dore, 2016; Linnenbrink-Garcia,
ogat, & Koskey, 2011). Furthermore, negative socio-emotional
nteractions such as lack of respect and excessive criticism have
ignificant consequences on the general quality of group learning
pportunities (Lescano & Costaguta, 2018) since such groups were
eported to undermine commitment (Linnenbrink-Garcia et al.,
011) and criticism (Lajoie et al., 2015).
During the collaboration, confusion occurs when the groups

ave to reinforce their pre-existing mental models with new in-
ormation (Clarebout & Elen, 2001; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012). On
he other hand, frustration during collaborative learning sessions
as found to be eminent during online interaction (Capdeferro
Romero, 2012), and online discussion forums (Chen & Caro-

reso, 2004). Frustration and confusion were shown to lead to
mpasses in collaborative learning (VanLehn, Siler, Murray, Ya-
auchi, & Baggett, 2003). Lastly, when the problem at hand is
5

far too easy or repetitive, boredom is the emotion that is mainly
observed (Panitz, 1999); and the same happens with individual
learning (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Based on a selective meta-
analysis with 21 studies (D’Mello, 2013), in this paper, we decided
to focus on these three emotions along with delight and neutral
because they were found to be most prominent. Similarly, from
the CVT-based set of emotions, fear and disgust might not be
particularly related to learning (Arguel et al., 2019).

3. Methodology

3.1. The coding workshop

Our coding activity at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU), Trondheim, Norway, is designed based on
the constructionist approach and making (Papavlasopoulou et al.,
2017). It is a coding workshop in an informal environment at
the University’s premises and in specially designed rooms. School
classes from the region are invited to participate in a one-day
out-of-school activity. The workshop’s main goal is to introduce
CS and programming to children playfully and interactively and
does not require any previous coding experience from them. The
total duration of the workshop is 4 h and has two sessions.
Especially children 13–16 years old are introduced to block-
based programming through the Scratch environment. They aim
to work collaboratively in dyads or triads; they imagine, create
and modify their games by iteratively coding and testing them.
Children’s teams are instructed by student assistants who show
and explain the coding tasks that need to be done to successfully
code their games. Although the main instructions for the tasks
are the same, children in each team make their own decisions for
their games, interact, and discover their knowledge. Therefore,
as requested, each of the instructors also provides help to one
or two teams during the activities. During the workshops, three
researchers are also present to observe, take field notes and
ensure its smooth execution. When all teams have completed
their games, children shuffle around and play each other’s games.

3.2. Sampling and data collection

We collected the data from the coding workshops that hap-
pened during Autumn 2017, and children from 8th to 10th grade
(age 13–16 years old) participated. The sample comprised 105
participants, 69 boys and 36 girls (mean age: 14.55, SD: 0.650).
We collected the videos from ten dyads and ten triads while they
were working on coding their games. We had previously collected
the necessary consent from the legal guardian for all children, and
each child’s participation in the study was voluntary. Also, the
project is reported to Norwegian Center for Research Data, and
all recommendations and regulations for research are followed.
The data collection included:

Video recording: To capture children’s facial expressions and
extract their emotions while coding their game, we used a wide-
angle Logitech Webcam. The web camera was placed on the
computer. The teams were working and were zoomed at 150%
into the children’s faces capturing video at 10 FPS. The collected
videos were from 50 children (29 females), ten triads, and ten
dyads.

Artifacts (the created games): During the coding workshop’s
process, we collected four versions of the games as artifacts cre-
ated by each of the teams. Starting from the first version, which
was saved 45 min after the start of the workshop, the next game
versions were saved every 45 min. This time frame was suggested
by the instructors responsible for the coding workshops. They
have run them for many years and have gained experience on
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Table 1
Group of action units corresponding to each emotions.
Expression Combination of action units

Boredom AU4, AU7, AU12
Frustration AU12, AU43
Confusion AU1, AU4, AU7, AU12
Delight AU4, AU7, AU12, AU25,AU26

how children are experiencing the learning process. Their sug-
gestion derived from defining the best timing for us to monitor
children’s progress without losing important information about
their progress. At the same time not to disturb them or leave too
short time between the different versions that would have shown
no progress.

Questionnaire: After the end of the workshop, the children
ompleted a paper-based post questionnaire regarding their per-
eived collaborative learning performance.

.3. Measurements

We will use two sets of measurements for this paper. First,
he duration of the facial expressions that indicate the emotions.
econd, the transitions from one to other expressions. Before we
xplain these two sets of measurements, we will present how
e get from the facial videos of the teams to the individual
xpressions. The action units are basic movements of the facial
uscle groups. These action units were originally proposed by
arl-Herman Hjortsjö and were further developed by Paul Ekman,
nd Wallace Friesen (Eckmann, Kamphorst, & Ruelle, 1987). The
ction units are the basic building blocks of the Facial Action Cod-
ng System. This comprehensive anatomy-based system describes
lmost all visually perceivable facial activities. Using action units,
e can determine which emotions are displayed in every frame
f the video where there is a face detected. If we combine certain
ction units, we can capture certain emotions. The intensity of the
ction units combined indicates how prominent each detected
motion is. Following are the steps to compute the emotions from
he facial video of the collaborating children:

1. Detect the faces in every frame of the video (Fig. 1 left).
2. Align the faces across the frames so that same faces are

being tracked and assigned the same ID in every frame by
using the method described in Sharma et al. Sharma et al.
(2019) (Fig. 1 right).

3. Once we have the faces with correct IDs, use
OpenFace (Amos, Ludwiczuk, Satyanarayanan, et al., 2016;
Baltrušaitis, Robinson, & Morency, 2016) to compute the
Action Units (AUs) (Hager, 2002) for each frame (Fig. 2 left).

4. From the AUs compute the probabilities of the five edu-
cation specific emotions: frustration, boredom, confusion,
delight, and neutral (McDaniel et al., 2007) for every frame
of the video.

5. From the same AUs compute the probabilities of the five
CVT specific emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, surprise,
and neutral (McDaniel et al., 2007) for every frame of the
video.

.3.1. Emotions’ durations
Once we have the facial action units from the video for each

hild in the study, we then computed the proportion of time they
isplayed each of the five Expressions: confusion, boredom, de-
ight, frustration, and neutral. We used the combination of action
nits to compute individual expressions (inspired by McDaniel
t al. (2007)) shown in the Table 1:
6

Table 2
Group of action units corresponding to each emotions.
Emotion Combination of action units

Happiness AU6, AU10
Sadness AU1, AU4, A15
Anger AU4, AU5, AU7, AU23
Surprise AU1, AU2, AU5, AU26

From the same action units, we also computed the control
value theoretic emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, sur-
prise, disgust, contempt, and neutral. Out of these emotions, fear,
disgust, and contempt account for a total of 3.5% time the children
were working on collaborative coding. Therefore, for this paper,
we decided to use only five emotions: happiness, sadness, anger,
surprise, and neutral. We used the combination of action units
to compute individual expressions (inspired by McDaniel et al.
(2007)) shown in the Table 2. We used only the subset of all the
emotions described in the two respective theoretical frameworks
because these emotions, in the recorded data, cover more than
95% of the total interaction time and others contribute to the
remaining period.

3.3.2. Transitions among the emotions
The second set of measurements was the transition probabil-

ities from one expression to another. The typical transitions are
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2. We did not consider self-
loops in this paper because we are already using proportion of
duration of each emotion as first set of measurements.

3.4. Dependent variables

3.4.1. Objective performance — coding performance
We computed coding performance from them every 45 mins’

collected artifacts (Scratch code), monitoring their progress. We
used a tool called DrScratch (Moreno-León, Robles, & Román-
González, 2015). DrScratch has often been used to analyze Scratch
projects because it gives a detailed analysis and, at the same
time, supports the assessment of computational thinking (CT)
skills, using seven CT components: parallelism, logic, flow con-
trol, data representation, abstraction, user interactivity, and syn-
chronization. DrScratch is an automatic, easy, and quick way to
analyze Scratch projects offering feedback using a score (Moreno-
León et al., 2015) and its results indicate comparable assessment
with one of a human expert (Moreno-León, Román-González,
Harteveld, & Robles, 2017). Troiano et al. 2019 used DrScratch to
examine the progress of each CT component while students were
designing their games. Troiano et al. (2019).

Our collected projects (i.e., the four versions of the games
created by each team) were uploaded and analyzed by DrScratch
online. The results gave us a general score for the project (i.e., max
21), computed by summing up the individual scores the project
gets at each of the seven CT components (i.e., from 1 to 3). Fig. 3
shows two examples from the analysis. For the rest of this paper,
we will refer to ‘‘coding performance measure’’ as ‘‘performance
score.’’ We continued our analysis of the four performance scores
by using a median cut to split the children’s teams into high and
low-performing groups for all the phases. The medians for the
four phases were 6, 10, 12.5, and 13, respectively. We labeled
a group ‘‘high’’ performing if in at least two out of the four
phases the team had higher than the median points for that
particular phase. Otherwise, the team was labeled as ‘‘low’’

performing.
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Fig. 1. Top panel: Action units that could be detected. Bottom panel (left): Typical transition diagram for the education specific emotions. Bottom panel (right):
Typical transition diagram for the Control Value Theory(CVT) specific emotions.
Fig. 2. Left: Example of multiple face detection in one frame. Right: Mitigation scheme for countering the movement of the children during the coding workshop.
Fig. 3. Two examples from the second (left) and the third (right) phases of the coding activity.
.4.2. Subjective performance — perceived performance
At the end of the activity, the children completed a paper-

ased survey. The surveys gathered feedback on the children’s
ttitudes regarding the collaborative coding activity. The children
ere asked to rate their experience with the collaborative coding
7

activity regarding their perceived learning (So & Brush, 2008). In
all questions, a seven-point Likert scale. Perceived learning (we
refer to this as subjective performance in this paper) is the degree
to which children indicate their performance based on the collab-
orative activity and the outputs they had seen during the coding
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Fig. 4. Comparing the proportional duration of the expressions for the two levels
of performance (high/low). The asterisk show the significant differences. The
vertical bars are the 95% confidence interval.

activities. This measurement for subjective performance has been
used in CCI studies (Papavlasopoulou, 2019; Papavlasopoulou,
Sharma, & Giannakos, 2018; Tisza & Markopoulos, 2021). For
the groups’ subjective performance, we took the mean of all the
ratings from the individual members of the group. Once we had
every group’s perceived performance, we used a median split
on the groups’ scores to categorize the teams into high and
low-performing ones.

3.5. Data analysis

To answer the first research question (relation between the
xpressions and children’s performance), we use a t-test with
he duration of expressions as the dependent variable and the
erformance levels (high/low) as the independent variable. Fur-
her, to answer the second research question (how do the ex-
ressions change during the coding activity), we use a t-test
ith the transition among expressions as the dependent vari-
ble and the performance levels (high/low) as the independent
ariable. For testing the normality, we used the Shapiro–Wilk
est (Royston, 1982), and for testing the homoscedasticity, we
sed the Breusch–Pegan test (Breusch & Pagan, 1979). To account
or the multiple comparisons, we applied Bonferroni corrections
o get the corrected p-values.

. Results

.1. Objective performance and education specific emotions

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of expressions’ proportions be-
ween individuals from high and low performing teams, and
able 3 shows the mean, standard deviations, and the t-test
esults. We observe that the individuals in the high perform-
ng groups show significantly higher proportions of confusion
t(41.09) = 5.81, p <.00001) and frustration (t(41.74) = 6.13, p
.00001) than those from the individuals in the low performing
roups. On the other hand, the individuals in the high performing
roups show significantly lower proportions of boredom (t(46.45)
−10.65, p <.00001) than the boredom displayed by the indi-

iduals in the low performing groups. Finally, we did not find any
ifference in the proportions of neutral and delight between the
ndividuals from high and low performing teams ( Table 3, Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 and Table 3 show the results for comparing the tran-
itions among the expressions, i.e., confusion, boredom, delight,
eutral and frustration, for the two levels of performance
high/low).
8

Regarding the transitions from the confusion (Fig. 5, top-left),
we observe that the individuals from the high performing teams
move from confusion to delight (t(42.86) = 5.79, p <.000001)
nd neutral (t(47.82) = 10.73, p <.000001) significantly more
han the individuals from the low performing teams. On the other
and, the individuals from the low-performing teams move from
onfusion to boredom (t(40.61) = −15.10, p <.000001) signifi-
antly more than the individuals from the low-performing teams.
here is no difference in moving from confusion to frustration
ased on the performance levels.
When it comes to the transitions from the frustration, (Fig. 5,

op-right), we observe that the individuals from the high per-
orming teams move from frustration to delight (t(47.81) = 6.43,
<.000001) and neutral (t(47.85) = 8.97, p <.000001) signifi-

antly more than the individuals from the low performing teams.
n the other hand, the individuals from the low-performing
eams move from frustration to boredom (t(47.84) = −13.21,
<.000001) significantly more than the individuals from the

ow-performing teams. There is no difference in moving from
rustration to confusion based on the performance levels.

Considering the transitions from the boredom, (Fig. 5, middle),
e observe that the individuals from the high performing teams
ove from boredom to neutral (t(42.41) = 16.46, p <.000001)
ignificantly more than the individuals from the low perform-
ng teams. On the other hand, the individuals from the low-
erforming teams move from boredom to frustration (t(46.99)
−26.26, p <.000001) significantly more than the individuals

rom the low-performing teams. There is no difference in moving
rom boredom to confusion and boredom to delight based on the
erformance levels.
Concerning the transitions from the delight, (Fig. 5, bottom-

eft), we observe that the individuals from the high performing
eams move from delight to confusion (t(47.78) = 4.23, p <.0001)
and frustration (t(47.92) = 3.40, p <.001) significantly more than
the individuals from the low performing teams. On the other
hand, the individuals from the low-performing teams move from
delight to boredom (t(46.62) = −11.78, p <.000001) significantly
more than the individuals from the low-performing teams. There
is no difference in moving from delight to neutral based on the
performance levels.

4.2. Objective performance and CVT specific emotions

Next, we analyzed the differences between the proportions
of CVT-specific emotions and the transitions among them across
the two performance levels. From Table 4 and Fig. 6, we observe
that the high performing teams show significantly lower levels
of sadness (t(36.43) = −3.48, p = .001) and anger (t(47.92) =

10.04, p = .00001) during the coding activities than the low
performing teams. There were no other differences based on the
proportions of the CVT-based emotions between the high and
low-performing teams.

Considering the transitions from happiness, we observe that
the high performing teams transition to sadness
(t(46.79) = −3.80, p = .0004) and anger (t(32.13) = −8.26, p

.00001) with a significantly lower probability than the low
erforming teams. Moreover, the high performing teams transi-
ion from sadness to anger (t(32.55) = −4.64, p = .00001) and
nger to sadness (t(39.48) = −3.09, p = .003) with a significantly
ower probability than the low performing teams. For all the
ther transitions between CVT-based emotions, we did not find
ny significant differences between the high performing teams
nd the low performing teams, when it comes to the objective
erformance (Fig. 7).
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c

Fig. 5. Comparing the transitions among the expressions for the two levels of performance (high/low). Top-left: transitions from confusion; Top-right: transitions
from frustration; Middle: transitions from boredom; Bottom-left: transitions from delight; Bottom-right: transitions from neutral; conf = confusion; frust =

frustration; nut = neutral; bore = boredom; del = delight. The vertical bars are the 95% confidence interval.
Table 3
Comparing the proportional duration of the expressions and transitions among the expressions for the two levels of objective performance (high/low). All the mean,
SD, and t-values are rounded to two significant digits. For consistency of effect sizes, all the effect sizes are calculated with a degree of freedom = 48. This is the
eiling of the maximum degree of freedom in this contribution. con = confusion; fru = frustration; nut = neutral; bor = boredom; del = delight; SD = standard
deviation.

Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size

High Low Fru-Nut 0.40
(0.03)

0.19
(0.03)

8.97 0.000001 1.29

Boredom 0.12
(0.02)

0.39
(0.04)

−10.65 0.00001 1.53 Con-Bor 0.07
(0.02)

0.51
(0.05)

−15.10 0.000001 2.16

Frustration 0.32
(0.04)

0.13
(0.03)

6.13 0.00001 0.88 Con-Fru 0.13
(0.03)

0.13
(0.03)

−0.29 0.76 0.04

Confusion 0.23
(0.03)

0.09
(0.02)

5.81 0.00001 0.84 Con-Del 0.36
(0.04)

0.18
(0.03)

5.79 0.000001 0.83

Delight 0.15
(0.02)

0.15
(0.03)

0.003 0.99 0.00 Con-Nut 0.44
(0.02)

0.18
(0.03)

10.73 0.000001 1.53

Neutral 0.20
(0.03)

0.20
(0.04)

−0.008 0.92 0.01 Del-Bor 0.08
(0.02)

0.24
(0.03)

−11.78 0.000001 1.70

Bor-Fru 0.09
(0.02)

0.68
(0.03)

−26.26 0.000001 3.77 Del-Fru 0.34
(0.04)

0.22
(0.05)

3.40 0.001 0.49

Bor-Con 0.09
(0.03)

0.11
(0.02)

−0.69 0.48 0.10 Del-Con 0.31
(0.03)

0.20
(0.04)

4.23 0.0001 0.61

Bor-Del 0.13
(0.02)

0.11
(0.03)

1.21 0.23 0.17 Del-Nut 0.25
(0.04)

0.24
(0.02)

0.38 0.69 0.05

Bor-Nut 0.64
(0.04)

0.17
(0.03)

16.16 0.000001 2.38 Nut-Bor 0.15
(0.03)

0.37
(0.03)

−7.91 0.000001 1.14

Fru-Bor 0.13
(0.03)

0.53
(0.04)

−13.21 0.000001 1.95 Nut-Fru 0.27
(0.03)

0.17
(0.03)

3.83 0.0003 0.55

Fru-Con 0.18
(0.03)

0.18
(0.03)

−0.10 0.91 0.01 Nut-Con 0.30
(0.03)

0.16
(0.03)

5.50 0.000001 0.79

Fru-Del 0.36
(0.03)

0.18
(0.03)

6.43 0.000001 0.92 Nut-Del 0.23
(0.03)

0.27
(0.03)

−1.30 0.20 0.18
9
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Table 4
Comparing the proportional duration of the CVT-based emotions and transitions among the expressions for the two levels of objective performance (high/low). All
the mean, SD and t-values are rounded to two significant digits. For consistency of effect sizes, all the effect sizes are calculated with degree of freedom = 48.
This is the ceiling of the maximum degree of freedom in this contribution. hap = happiness; sad = sadness; nut = neutral; ang = anger; sup = surprise; SD =

standard deviation.
Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect Size Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size

High Low Sad-Nut 0.40
(0.14)

0.34
(0.14)

1.68 0.09 0.23

Happiness 0.23
(0.1)

0.19
(0.1)

−0.14 0.67 0.02 Ang-Hap 0.21
(0.12)

0.25
(0.12)

−1.57 0.12 0.22

Sadness 0.16
(0.05)

0.23
(0.05)

−3.48 0.001 0.44 Ang-Sad 0.32
(0.1)

0.21
(0.1)

−3.09 0.003 0.40

Anger 0.19
(0.01)

0.22
(0.01)

−10.04 0.00001 0.82 Ang-Sup 0.25
(0.13)

0.26
(0.13)

−0.49 0.61 0.07

Surprise 0.15
(0.03)

0.14
(0.04)

1.67 0.11 0.23 Ang-Nut 0.22
(0.14)

0.27
(0.14)

0.28 0.77 0.04

Neutral 0.23
(0.1)

0.17
(0.1)

1.28 0.20 0.18 Sup-Hap 0.35
(0.1)

0.33
(0.1)

0.64 0.52 0.09

Hap-Sad 0.30
(0.03)

0.35
(0.04)

−3.80 0.0004 0.48 Sup-Sad 0.21
(0.1)

0.23
(0.1)

−0.58 0.62 0.08

Hap-Ang 0.20
(0.02)

0.25
(0.02)

−8.26 0.00001 0.77 Sup-Ang 0.25
(0.1)

0.23
(0.1)

1.15 0.21 0.16

Hap-Sup 0.30
(0.1)

0.27
(0.1)

0.82 0.41 0.11 Sup-Nut 0.19
(0.1)

0.21
(0.1)

−0.78 0.43 0.11

Hap-Nut 0.20
(0.12)

0.13
(0.12)

1.20 0.23 0.17 Nut-Hap 0.30
(0.13)

0.27
(0.13)

1.45 0.15 0.20

Sad-Hap 0.18
(0.12)

0.16
(0.12)

1.30 0.19 0.18 Nut-Sad 0.30
(0.1)

0.28
(0.1)

−0.37 0.71 0.05

Sad-Ang 0.22
(0.1)

0.35
(0.1)

−4.64 0.00001 0.55 Nut-Ang 0.15
(0.12)

0.20
(0.12)

1.15 0.26 0.16

Sad-Sup 0.18
(0.1)

0.15
(0.1)

1.13 0.26 0.16 Nut-Sup 0.25
(0.1)

0.25
(0.1)

−0.78 0.43 0.11
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Fig. 6. Comparing the proportional duration of the CVT-based expressions for
the two levels of objective performance (high/low). The vertical bars are the 95%
confidence interval.

4.3. Subjective performance and education specific emotions

When we analyzed the relationships between the education-
pecific emotions and the subjective performance levels
high/low), we did not. observe any significant differences be-
ween the proportions of the individual emotions (i.e., boredom,
rustration, confusion, delight, and neutral) across the high and
10
low-performing teams. Furthermore, we also did not find any sig-
nificant differences between the transitions for high performing
teams and the transitions for the low performing teams when the
subjective performance was considered ( Table 5, Figs. 8 and 9).

4.4. Subjective performance and CVT specific emotions

Finally, we analyzed the relationships between the CVT based
emotions and the subjective performance levels (high/low). We
observe, from Table 6 and Fig. 11, that high performing teams
display significantly higher levels of happiness (t(42.39) = 4.49,

= .00001) during the coding activities than the low performing
eams. Furthermore, the high performing teams also show sig-
ificantly lower levels of sadness (t(41.48) = −3.72, p = .0006)
nd anger (t(40.36) = −18.07, p = .00001) than the low per-
orming teams (see Fig. 10). Analyzing the transitions between
he CVT-based emotions and across the two levels of subjective
erformance (Fig. 11), we observe that there are significant dif-
erences between the high and low performing teams based on
he transitions between sadness, happiness, and anger. However,
here are no other significant differences between the high and
ow-performing teams when it comes to any other transition.

Concerning the transitions among happiness, sadness and
nger, we observe that the high performing teams have signif-
cantly higher transitions from sadness to happiness (t(38.71)

6.50, p = .00001) and from anger to happiness (t(47.23) =

4.94, p = .00001) than the low performing teams. On the
ther hand, the high performing teams have significantly lower
ransitions from sadness to anger (t(47.11) = −2.73, p = .01),
nger to sadness (t(45.32) = −3.09, p = .003), happiness to
adness (t(44.52) = −2.38, p = .02), and happiness to anger
t(39.05) = −2.58, p = .01) than the low performing teams.
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c

Fig. 7. Comparing the transitions among the CVT-based expressions for the two levels of objective performance (high/low). Top-left: transitions from sadness;
Top-right: transitions from surprise; Middle: transitions from happiness; Bottom-left: transitions from anger; Bottom-right: transitions from neutral; conf =

confusion; frust = frustration; nut = neutral; bore = boredom; del = delight. The vertical bars are the 95% confidence interval.
Table 5
Comparing the proportional duration of the expressions and transitions among the expressions for the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). All the mean,
SD and t-values are rounded to two significant digits. For consistency of effect sizes, all the effect sizes are calculated with degree of freedom = 48. This is the
eiling of the maximum degree of freedom in this contribution. con = confusion; fru = frustration; nut = neutral; bor = boredom; del = delight; SD = standard
deviation.

Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size

High Low Fru-Nut 0.39
(0.11)

0.41
(0.11)

0.08 0.93 0.01

Boredom 0.18
(0.11)

0.19
(0.11)

−0.81 0.42 0.11 Con-Bor 0.20
(0.13)

0.21
(0.13)

−0.46 0.64 0.06

Frustration 0.11
(0.12)

0.12
(0.12)

−0.15 0.87 0.02 Con-Fru 0.15
(0.11)

0.16
(0.11)

1.39 0.17 0.19

Confusion 0.16
(0.12)

0.15
(0.11)

−0.28 0.77 0.04 Con-Del 0.37
(0.12)

0.33
(0.12)

1.18 0.24 0.04

Delight 0.21
(0.13)

0.22
(0.13)

0.37 0.70 0.05 Con-Nut 0.25
(0.12)

0.26
(0.12)

−1.39 0.16 0.19

Neutral 0.19
(0.12)

0.19
(0.12)

0.07 0.94 0.01 Del-Bor 0.25
(0.1)

0.26
(0.1)

0.90 0.37 0.12

Bor-Fru 0.12
(0.1)

0.11
(0.1)

1.38 0.17 0.19 Del-Fru 0.25
(0.1)

0.24
(0.1)

−0.93 0.35 0.13

Bor-Con 0.21
(0.1)

0.2
(0.1)

−1.20 0.23 0.17 Del-Con 0.34
(0.11)

0.35
(0.11)

−1.92 0.06 0.26

Bor-Del 0.12
(0.12)

0.14
(0.12)

−1.16 0.24 0.16 Del-Nut 0.12
(0.11)

0.10
(0.11)

1.30 0.19 0.18

Bor-Nut 0.55
(0.1)

0.53
(0.1)

0.30 0.76 0.04 Nut-Bor 0.10
(0.13)

0.08
(0.13)

−0.23 0.81 0.03

Fru-Bor 0.1
(0.11)

0.1
(0.11)

0.41 0.65 0.05 Nut-Fru 0.32
(0.1)

0.30
(0.1)

0.10 0.92 0.01

Fru-Con 0.17
(0.13)

0.15
(0.13)

0.50 0.62 0.07 Nut-Con 0.31
(0.12)

0.33
(0.12)

−0.07 0.93 0.01

Fru-Del 0.25
(0.12)

0.28
(0.12)

−1.58 0.12 0.22 Nut-Del 0.21
(0.1)

0.22
(0.1)

−1.91 0.06 0.26
11
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Table 6
Comparing the proportional duration of the CVT-based emotions and transitions among the expressions for the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). All
the mean, SD and t-values are rounded to two significant digits. For consistency of effect sizes, all the effect sizes are calculated with degree of freedom = 48.
This is the ceiling of the maximum degree of freedom in this contribution. hap = happiness; sad = sadness; nut = neutral; ang = anger; sup = surprise; SD =

standard deviation.
Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect Size Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

t-value p-value Effect size

High Low Sad-Nut 0.21
(0.13)

0.22
(0.13)

−0.34 0.73 0.04

Happiness 0.25
(0.1)

0.17
(0.1)

4.49 0.00001 0.54 Ang-Hap 0.31
(0.06)

0.25
(0.06)

4.94 0.00001 0.58

Sadness 0.16
(0.05)

0.22
(0.05)

−3.72 0.0006 0.47 Ang-Sad 0.21
(0.1)

0.32
(0.1)

−3.09 0.003 0.40

Anger 0.17
(0.01)

0.22
(0.01)

−18.07 0.00001 0.93 Ang-Sup 0.21
(0.13)

0.23
(0.13)

−0.63 0.52 0.09

Surprise 0.15
(0.03)

0.15
(0.04)

0.20 0.83 0.02 Ang-Nut 0.17
(0.14)

0.20
(0.14)

0.82 0.41 0.11

Neutral 0.23
(0.1)

0.21
(0.1)

0.87 0.39 0.12 Sup-Hap 0.25
(0.1)

0.23
(0.1)

0.85 0.39 0.12

Hap-Sad 0.28
(0.1)

0.32
(0.1)

−2.38 0.02 0.32 Sup-Sad 0.31
(0.1)

0.33
(0.1)

−1.39 0.17 0.19

Hap-Ang 0.18
(0.12)

0.25
(0.12)

−2.58 0.01 0.34 Sup-Ang 0.35
(0.1)

0.33
(0.1)

1.63 0.11 0.22

Hap-Sup 0.19
(0.11)

0.21
(0.11)

−0.19 0.884 0.02 Sup-Nut 0.09
(0.1)

0.11
(0.1)

−0.10 0.91 0.01

Hap-Nut 0.19
(0.1)

0.21
(0.1)

0.10 0.92 0.01 Nut-Hap 0.33
(0.1)

0.34
(0.1)

−1.85 0.15 0.25

Sad-Hap 0.36
(0.04)

0.20
(0.04)

6.50 0.00001 0.68 Nut-Sad 0.33
(0.1)

0.32
(0.1)

−0.58 0.40 0.08

Sad-Ang 0.25
(0.1)

0.33
(0.1)

−2.73 0.01 0.36 Nut-Ang 0.15
(0.1)

0.17
(0.1)

−0.40 0.68 0.05

Sad-Sup 0.16
(0.12)

0.15
(0.12)

0.22 0.82 0.03 Nut-Sup 0.18
(0.1)

0.17
(0.1)

0.62 0.53 0.08
Fig. 8. Comparing the proportional duration of the education specific expres-
ions for the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). The vertical bars
re the 95% confidence interval.

. Discussion

We observe from the analysis that there are clear differences
etween the individuals from the objectively high-performing
eams and the objectively low-performing teams on account of
12
the durations and transitions among the education-specific emo-
tions (Research Question 1). There were certain (and fewer) dif-
ferences between the two objective performance levels based on
the durations and transitions among the Control Value Theory
(CVT) specific emotions (Research Question 2). We also see a clear
difference between the subjectively high-performing and low-
performing teams. We observe such differences while analyzing
the durations and transitions among the Control Value Theory
(CVT) specific emotions (Research Question 4). In contrast, we did
not find any relationships between the subjective performance
levels and the education-specific emotions (Research Question
3). In this paper, we chose to utilize the education theoretic
emotions (i.e., frustration, boredom, confusion, delight, neutral)
and the control value theoretic emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness,
anger, surprise, neutral). The main reason for this decision was
that the education theoretic emotions are increasingly being used
more and more in the past few years in related fields of Learning
Analytics (LAK) (Kostyuk, Almeda, & Baker, 2018), User Modeling
(UMUAI) (Richey et al., 2019). Another reason was that there are
also a few direct relations between the control value theoretic
emotions and the task-based performance (Sharma et al., 2019),
or academic performance in general (Bless, 2000; Fredrickson,
1998). In this section, we will provide plausible explanations for
the results presented in the results section. Moreover, we will also
provide implications from practical and research points of view.

5.1. Interpretation of the results

The first research question caters to the difference between
the duration of and the transitions among the education-specific
emotions (i.e., frustration, boredom, confusion, delight, neutral)
shown by the individual team members from the high and low-
performing teams from an objective measurement (task-based
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Fig. 9. Comparing the transitions among the education specific expressions for the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). Top-left: transitions from
frustration; Top-right: transitions from delight; Middle: transitions from boredom; Bottom-left: transitions from confusion; Bottom-right: transitions from neutral;
conf = confusion; frust = frustration; nut = neutral; bore = boredom; del = delight. The vertical bars are the 95% confidence interval.
Fig. 10. Comparing the proportional duration of the CVT based expressions for
the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). The vertical bars are the
95% confidence interval.

performance). The results show that the individuals from the
high-performing teams show more confusion and frustration
while individuals from the low-performing teams show more
boredom. The recent results from the individual learning sce-
narios show that students’ boredom could be detrimental to
their academic and task-based performance (Baker et al., 2010;
Dowd et al., 2015). On the other hand, confusion and frustration
could be beneficial for the students’ learning outcomes (Makewa
et al., 2014; Richey et al., 2019). While collaborating on the
given coding problem, the students might enter a behavioral loop
13
in which their previous mental models are challenged by the
task and try to understand the problem. This behavioral loop
might increase their confusion when the code does not work
as per their hypothesis (D’Mello & Graesser, 2010). Similarly,
they might try to understand what caused the problem, which
can increase their frustration (Dowd et al., 2015). However, in
certain cases, the students can also disengage from the problem,
raising the levels of boredom to cited2012dynamics. From our
results, it appears that individuals from the high-performing
teams might get involved with problems and the reasons for them
and hence show more confusion and frustration than those from
the low-performing teams. Whereas the low-performing teams
do not engage in active problem solving and therefore show more
boredom than those from the high-performing teams.

Understanding the basic differences in durations of these emo-
tions presents one side of the observations from the study where
we are only comparing the emotions’ durations across the dif-
ferent levels of performance. However, this does not encompass
the transitions among the different emotions. Parts of the re-
search questions look at the basic temporality of the emotions
from a Markovian point of view. The first research question
also addresses the differences between the individuals from the
high and low-performing teams based on the transition among
the education-specific emotions. The results show that the high-
performing teams move from confusion and frustration to delight
and neutral and vice versa, while the low-performing teams
move from every emotion to boredom. When combined with the
first research question results, these results provide interesting
insight into the process. On the one hand, for the high-performing
teams, we observe that individuals from these teams move from
frustration and confusion to delight and neutral more often than
the individuals from the low-performing teams. We also know
these individuals have shown more confusion and frustration
(from analyzing the durations). This shows that when the high-
performing teams try to understand the problem (confusion)
and/or find the cause of the problem (frustration), they move to

delight and neutral more often than the low-performing teams.
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Fig. 11. Comparing the transitions among the CVT based expressions for the two levels of subjective performance (high/low). Top-left: transitions from sadness;
op-right: transitions from surprise; Middle: transitions from happiness; Bottom-left: transitions from anger; Bottom-right: transitions from neutral; conf =

onfusion; frust = frustration; nut = neutral; bore = boredom; del = delight. The vertical bars are the 95% confidence interval.
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he emotions with non-negative connotations are often the re-
ults of solving the problem (delight) or having understood the
ause of the problem (neutral) (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012). The
igh-performing teams could be in a similar situation, as reflected
n their scores. On the other hand, for the low-performing teams,
e observe that the individuals from these teams move to bore-
om from any other emotion more often than those from the
igh-performing teams. This shows that the students in the low-
erforming teams often disengage from the short-term problem-
olving processes (Baker et al., 2010; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012),
hich might lead to low performance.
The second research question seeks to formulate the relation-

hips between the control value theory-based (CVT) emotions and
bjective performance. There are two key take-away messages for
he second research question. First, the emotions with negative
alance are predominant in the low-performing teams. Second,
here are no apparent differences between high and low objective
erformance levels based on the emotions with positive valance.
here could be two plausible reasons for the fact that while cod-
ng, the low-performing teams are feeling more anger and sad-
ess and switching more between these two emotions than the
igh-performing teams. First, the children in the low-performing
eams may engage in coding activities that do not yield their
ypothesized results. It has been shown in various domains such
s driving (Yip, Wishart, & Barrett, 2020), sports (Schermuly,
014), games (Barnett, Coulson, & Foreman, 2010), and work-
lace (Fong & Kleiner, 2004) that certain unwanted or unintended
esults can lead to emotions like anger and sadness. The sec-
nd plausible reason could be the introduction of bugs in the
ode. The children from the teams with low-performance lev-
ls might have introduced bugs in the code during the activity
nd therefore could not obtain the desired results. This second
eason is also supported by studies concerning emotions in cod-
ng and software engineering (Bosch, D’Mello, & Mills, 2013;
achechiladze, Lanubile, Novielli, & Serebrenik, 2017; Graziotin,
ang, & Abrahamsson, 2014). These results indicate that positive
14
motions do not have any relation, but those negative emotions
egatively affect the coding performance. Although our results do
ot suggest causal relations between anger/sadness and objective
erformance, when combined with certain longitudinal studies
rom childhood and early-childhood phases, show clear detrimen-
al effects of anger on children’s academic performance (Judge
Jahns, 2007; Pekrun, Lichtenfeld, Marsh, Murayama, & Goetz,

017; Zhou, Main, & Wang, 2010). On the other hand, it has
lso been shown that sadness can have a detrimental effect on
cademic performance (Flook, Repetti, & Ullman, 2005; Hanson,
ustin, & Lee-Bayha, 2004; Kwon, Hanrahan, & Kupzyk, 2017).
The third research question concerns the relationship between

ducation-specific emotions (i.e., frustration, boredom, satisfac-
ion, confusion, and neutral) and subjective performance levels.
he results do not indicate any significant differences between
he high and low levels of objective performance when it comes
o the proportions of emotions or the transitions among them.
his indicates that these two constructs might not be related
o each other. However, further investigation is necessary for
generalizable claim. Another example is where a set of emo-

ions/expressions motivated by a given theoretical framework do
ot have a clear relationship with performance measurements.
s aforementioned in the related work section, several studies
re pointing toward the lack of clear evidence that academic
erformance and CVT-based emotions are related. This could
lso be the case with education-specific emotions and subjective
erformance (perceived performance).
Finally, the fourth research question investigates the rela-

ionship between CVT-based emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness,
nger, surprise, and neutral) and subjective performance levels.
n the case of subjective performance levels, we observe that the
ositive valance emotion (happiness) has a higher proportion for
he teams with high subjective performance and the negative
alance emotions (sadness and anger) have higher proportions
or the teams with low subjective performance. Moreover, the
igh-performing teams transition more from negative to positive
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Table 7
Mapping between the design considerations and results in this contribution.
Design consideration Related result

Help children with seeking requests and
trigger help from their peers or the
instructors

To mitigate boredom and eventual disengagement because
boredom is negatively correlated with objective
performance

Managing learner’s feelings of helplessness To mitigate prolonged frustration because the transition
from frustration to boredom is negatively correlated with
objective performance

A more efficient and emotionally-aware
team-formation

Transitions confusion to delight and frustration to delight
are positively correlated with objective performance

Instructors’ actions should respond to the
learner’s needs accordingly helping them to
confront emotional struggles
and difficulties The CVT-based emotions are closely linked with the

subjective performance

Design affect-sensitive learning
environments

There are clear relations between the emotions and
performance

Provide content-based help to the students
when the groups are showing confusion
and/or frustration

Both are correlated with the objective performance

Provide affective/motivational support to
the teams who are displaying more
boredom

Boredom is negatively correlated with objective
performance

Encouraging children into more playful talk Sadness and anger are negatively correlated with both
objective and subjective performances
valance emotions, and for the low-performing teams, this is the
other way around. These results are intuitive and straightforward
because the happier the children felt during the coding activity,
the higher they rated their perceived performance and vice versa
for sadness and anger. Furthermore, the children from the high-
performing teams keep returning to their happy state after feeling
sad and/or angry more often than those from the low-performing
teams. This indicates difficult moments during the collaborative
coding sessions, either due to the task at hand or the collaborative
activities (e.g., argumentation, negotiation, explanation to peers).
The high-performing teams seem to have overcome these difficult
moments and transitioned to a state of happiness more often
than the low-performing teams. This could be another reason
happiness and transitions to happiness were associated with high
performance.

5.2. Implications for research and practice

This study is the first step to better understanding children’s
ffective states during coding activities working in teams. To
he best of our knowledge, this is the first study that explores
he two sets of emotions/expressions/affective states (education-
pecific and control value theory-based) along with two different
erformance metrics (objective — task-based performance and
ubjective — perceived performance). Our results show three
lear categories of relationships. First, objective performance is
inked with education-specific emotions. Second, the objective
erformance is linked with the negative valance of the control
alue theory-based emotions. Third, subjective performance is
inked with the control value theory-based emotions. In this
ection, we will highlight the implications of these categories
or both the researchers and practitioners (Table 7 presents the
ummary of design considerations and respective results).
Our approach will help instructors understand how children

ace the learning process and gain insights on how to respond
o them. For example, help them with seeking requests and
rigger help from their peers or the instructors to scaffold their
ehavior (Israel et al., 2016). Also, this research will help us
ive more ‘‘at the moment’’ reactions to the interactions that
aturally happen during k-12 CS/CT activities (Israel et al., 2016).

enefits vary depending on the specific task and how the group

15
is formed (Barron, 2000). Collaboration is critical for shared en-
gagement in problem-solving and managing learners’ feelings of
helplessness (Israel et al., 2016). Also, individual characteristics
and group dynamics are equally important (Stahl et al., 2014).
When children debug, a problem may experience difficulties and
need to negotiate their process. For example, in our case, we
found that low-performing teams experience more boredom due
to poor communication between team members. One child may
get control in coding without spending time or effort to involve
the other team members in the process, resulting in disengage-
ment and boredom. Such behavior is shown in pair programming
in the previous research both with adults (Chang & Tsai, 2018) as
well as children (Denner et al., 2014). However, it can be that in
high-performing teams, confusion and frustration lead to delight
because the team members had different levels of experience
before this coding workshop. In a study with Alice programming
environment, the higher knowledge gains were for the students
with low prior experience in computer use, showing that in
pair programming, students who work with someone with more
experience can learn (Denner et al., 2014). Pair programming
benefits computational thinking, and coding knowledge acquisi-
tion, especially for the less experienced students (Denner et al.,
2014). Moreover, Rodrigo and Baker 2009, showed that feelings of
confusion and boredom were associated with lower achievement
in a CS course (Rodrigo et al., 2009). This indicates a more efficient
and emotionally aware team formation, as also suggested in a
review by Reis and colleagues (Reis et al., 2018).

Although there is intuition on how to help children engage
in an effective learning experience in coding tasks, it is useful to
have studies that can show how to subjectively extract children’s
emotions. This can benefit future real-time systems that can
support instructors in action by showing them the emotional
flow the learners have. Sridhar et al. 2018 stated that there is
a need to understand affective states concerning cognitive load.
For example, a learner who is curious but remains engaged is
different than someone overloaded and anxious due to inability to
continue with the tasks (Sridhar et al., 2018). Therefore instruc-
tors’ actions should respond to the learner’s needs accordingly,
helping them to confront emotional struggles and difficulties dur-
ing the learning process. This might also influence the perceived
control and value appraisal, as shown by Pekrun (Pekrun et al.,
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2007). A better understanding of children’s affective states during
their interaction with coding and working as a team will help
us design affect-sensitive learning environments. Those can be
systems that may include affective responses into their cycles and
help students shift into emotions that will help them facilitate
the learning process and have the desired outcomes (Baker et al.,
2010).

Instructors and educators can benefit from the knowledge
bout the relation between the emotional and/or affective pro-
esses during collaborative learning settings and the collaborative
earning outcome/quality. For example, the instructors and ed-
cators can provide content-based help to the students when
he groups are showing confusion and/or frustration. In these
wo cases, the students are either struggling from a mismatch
etween their knowledge model and the actual content (con-
usion, D’Mello et al. (2014)) or they are struggling with the
ontent itself because the content is too difficult for them (frus-
ration, Csikszentmihalyi (1997)). On the other hand, the instruc-
ors/educators can provide affective/motivational support to the
eams who are more bored than others. Such activities are either
oo easy for them (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) or the team is not
erforming well (Kwon et al., 2014), or they are not interested
n the activity at all.

Another approach would be to view children’s dialogue as im-
ortant for team interaction. For example, encouraging children
nto more playful talk (Pursi, Lipponen, & Sajaniemi, 2018) be-
ween them can be an answer to a situation of a negative emotion
hat persists over time. Overall, the most important aspect to
onsider is how to support children move on with their emotions
uring a coding activity. Naturally, many emotions appear in the
earning process, and not only the positive ones are the ones
o be valued. We need to support and keep the learners flow
nto the cycle of positive and negative emotions recognizing their
alue (Kort et al., 2001). This approach is supported by designing
eedback interventions, which are messages that have been mo-
ivationally designed feedback messages (Narciss, 2008). We can
ontextualize this within the theories of self-regulated learning.
he primary function of this feedback rests in guiding the learner
o successfully regulate his or her learning process (Butler &
inne, 1995; Narciss, 2008). By letting the students understand

heir emotions, instructors can provide feedback that is consid-
red a forward-facing mechanism with a fundamental orientation
owards improving not only performance but also knowledge,
dentities, and values (Molloy, Noble, & Ajjawi, 2019).

.3. Ethical considerations

While using data, such as videos captured from the camera
nd recognizing facial emotions/expressions, the children’s pri-
acy is considered. This becomes even more crucial when these
ata streams are used in interactive application and decision-
aking (e.g., detecting moments to support students/children).
he context where facial data is used can be both engaging for
he children and provoke disengagement (Sharma & Giannakos,
021). When affective technologies (Bekele et al., 2013; Javed,
urns, Jeon, Howard, & Park, 2019; Okita, Ng-Thow-Hing, & Sar-
adevabhatla, 2011) use emotions and/or facial expressions and
motions as a key factor in their protocols and/or analysis, they
an have varied effects on how the children perceive their privacy
f they are interacting with the technology in different settings,
uch as homes, schools, or outdoors. There have been efforts in
CI to raise cautions and suggest methods to deal with such
oncerns (Dowthwaite et al., 2020; Kawas et al., 2020; Papavla-
opoulou et al., 2019; Van Mechelen, Baykal, Dindler, Eriksson, &
versen, 2020).

One such recommendation is to inform the children about
‘how their data will be used?’’ so that contextual biases can be
16
mitigated. For example, a short-term use, where the sensitive
data is used to trigger the momentary adaptivity as a part of the
interaction (e.g., task completion, frustration/confusion mitiga-
tion). A long-term use with proper and systematic anonymization
processes creates more long-term effective and efficient routines
(e.g., longitudinal engagement, skill improvement). These long-
term routines can be properly and in-depth vetted by the teachers
and parents, depending on the context of the study (e.g., homes,
schools, outdoors). When it comes to the social aspects of the CCI
studies using facial recognition and/or emotion recognition tech-
nologies, there are certain roles that the parents and/or teachers
can play. These roles might increase children’s acceptance of and
engagement with the sensing technologies and help conduct the
study smoothly and uninterruptedly (Sharma & Giannakos, 2021).

5.4. Limitations and future work

In this paper, we focus only on the affective states from one
data source (i.e., the facial features). In recent times, with the
advancements in the physiological sensors (Sharma, Papamitsiou,
& Giannakos, 2019), and multimodal learning analytics (Gian-
nakos, Sharma, Pappas, Kostakos, & Velloso, 2019), it has become
easier to incorporate more modalities to understand other affec-
tive states. For example, stress and arousal including cognitive
processes, such as attention, cognitive load and mental effort; and
social processes such as dialogues. By doing this, we could gain
a holistic understanding of the collaborative coding processes.
Moreover, on the analytical front, this paper utilizes only Marko-
vian analysis when it comes to the temporal analysis, which has
certain disadvantages (Sharma, Papamitsiou, Olsen, & Giannakos,
2020). In the future, we will incorporate a longer history than
the previous timestamp and move away from the Markov as-
sumption to a more temporal analysis. Moreover, since in this
paper data are presented as aggregate per team, in the future,
we will investigate if there were specific individuals who had a
major impact on the results of each team or acted as ‘‘influencers’’
(i.e., their emotions gradually affected the rest of the team). Fur-
ther, this paper presents the relation between various variables
in terms of correlations and regressions, in HCI, there is a call
for the shift towards causality among the peers, and the different
expressions (Pekmn et al., 2002). We will also explore the future
causal relations between individual and joint emotions. Finally,
some of the collaborative dynamics are not observed from the
results. For example, which child is getting control of the situation
and how/when this control passes to another peer. We also aim
to address such collaborative learning/work-specific questions in
future work.

6. Conclusion

In this contribution, we show that there are clear relation-
ships between the different measurements of children’s perfor-
mance (i.e., objective and subjective) during coding activities
and their emotions, measured from two different points of view
(i.e., education-specific and control value theory-based). The re-
sults and implications show that it is important for researchers
to consider a diversity of emotions while analyzing children’s
interaction among themselves in teams and with the technology.
This diverse set of behavior would allow them to provide better
support to the children than while using a limited set of emo-
tions. From the results we can also show that there are different
aspects of performance captured by the two sets of emotions, for
example, the objective performance is better explained by the
education-specific emotions and the negative valance emotions
from the CVT-based emotions. On the other hand, subjective per-
formance is better explained by the CVT-based emotions only. In
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the future, we would also consider the causal relations between
these measurements to better support the design of feedback
and reflection tools. Furthermore, the lack of any relationships
between the education-specific emotions and subjective perfor-
mance requires further investigation to achieve consensus from
varied contexts.

Selection and participation of children

All the participants of the study were students from the Trond-
eim (Norway) region whose teachers have applied to partici-
ate in our workshops as an out-of-school activity. Studies took
lace at the university campus in specially designed rooms. Data
elated to the study were collected after permission from the
ational Data Protection Official for Research, following all the
egulations and recommendations for research with children. A
esearcher contacted the teacher and the legal guardian of each
hild to get a written consent that permitted the data collection.
he children were informed about the data collection process and
heir participation in the study was completely voluntary. They
ould withdraw their consent for the data collection at any time
ithout affecting their participation in the coding activity.
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